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ABSTRACT: Nanoscale wells have been fabricated in a chip to
construct a photonic crystal that is used for enhanced
immunoassays of a common food-borne toxin, Staphylococcal
enterotoxin B (SEB). The nanostructure of the photonic crystal
(PC) in the array enhanced the ﬂuorescent signal due to a guided
mode resonance. Nanoparticles were used as the solid substrate
for attachment of capture antibodies; the particles were then
isolated in individual wells of the chip by using an electrophoretic
particle entrapment system (EPES). The standard curve
generated from the chip consisted of two log−linear regions:
the ﬁrst region with a greater sensitivity, limited by the Kd of the
antibody, resembling the 96-well plate ELISA and the other that
shows greater than six orders of linearity extending to attomolar
concentrations, which is unique to the device we have developed. SEB dissolved in phosphate buﬀered saline was resolved to
levels as low as 35 aM with 106-fold better limit of detection than a conventional 96-well-ELISA. Diﬀerent concentrations of SEB
spiked into milk were tested to assess the reliability of the device and the eﬃcacy of the extended log−linear regime in a “real”
food matrix. The presence of the milk did not signiﬁcantly alter the limit of detection. With very low amounts of sample (less
than 10 μL) and fast read-out time, the PC-based system shows great promise for the detection of a wide range of target
molecules with close to a single molecule level of sensitivity.

F

signiﬁcant enhancement compared to conventional laboratory-based immunoassays (e.g., ELISA)the sensitivity of the
methods has been limited to low pico-molar concentrations
(based on the molecular weight of SEB of 28.5 kDa).12 For
further enhancement in sensitivity, a piezoelectric-excited
millimeter-sized cantilever sensor demonstrated an LOD of
2.5 fg/mL which corresponds to an attomolar level of
detection.2 However, the cantilever sensor with gold surface
needs to be changed after each experiment, and the method
requires frequent calibration of the sensor. It also requires a
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) process to coat biological
reagents to the gold surface, rendering this particular
technology unsuitable for a simple, rugged, fast and economical
SEB sensor.
Fluorescence-based assays can oﬀer good sensitivitytheir
sensitivity can be improved by using new advances in
nanotechnology. A photonic crystal (PCs) is a nanostructured
array that is able to boost the ﬂuorescent signal from an
immunocomplex, leading to a high signal-to-noise ratio. By
engineering an array with a high refractive index-substrate and
periodic modulation, an array with a PC-structure can enhance

ood poisoning caused by bacterial toxins has been a
persistent threat to human health. Staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB) is the most common bacterial toxin associated
with food-related illness.1 SEB is one of the emetic enterotoxins
excreted by the Staphylococcus aureus bacterium.2 The clinical
symptoms after exposure to a threshold concentration of SEB
(e.g., eﬀective dose50 ≈ 0.4 ng/mL) can be diﬀerentiated based
on the route of exposure. Ingestion causes gastroenteritis,
vomiting and diarrhea.3 Inhalation results in respiratory failure.4
In a severe case, SEB causes death when inhaled at very high
doses (e.g., lethal dose50 ≈ 20 ng/mL).5 Furthermore, SEB can
be used as a biological warfare agent because it can be easily
made into an aerosol, it is stable, and it can cause widespread
systemic damage.6 SEB may persist in contaminated foods even
after the originating bacteria are killed by sterilization methods
such as heating. For these reasons, there is a pressing need for a
very sensitive, yet simple and portable, measurement system
that can detect the presence of SEB.
Several methods have demonstrated the detection of SEB:
piezo-crystal biosensors with limit of detection (LOD) of 2.5
μg/mL,7 surface plasmon resonance (LOD 0.5 ng/mL),8 latex
agglutination assay (LOD 0.5 ng/mL),9 enzyme linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA; LOD 0.2 ng/mL),10 and
capillary biosensor with waveguide (LOD 30−50 pg/mL).11
On the basis of these reported measures of performance, the
currently available biosensing methods have not shown
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the excitation of ﬂuorophores and extraction of the emitted
signal simultaneously.13
In our previous study,14 we developed an advanced type of
PC-nanostructured array with optimized phase matching by
building a nanoparticle-based immunoplatform onto the surface
of the PC. Sub-100 nm particles in nanowells are able to fully
exploit the enhanced ﬂuorescence excitation and extraction. We
successfully demonstrated the ability to locate nanoparticles
conjugated with biological reagent into their corresponding
nanoscaled well based on their size by using an electrophoretic
particle entrapment system.
In this study, we describe detection of SEB at attomolar
levels in buﬀer by using 40 nm-particles with structured PCarray. To show reliability of the PC-nanostructured array for
early detection of the target in a real food sample with ultrahigh
sensitivity, the results obtained from SEB spiked in milk are
compared with those obtained from SEB in buﬀer at low
concentration (atto- to pico-molarity).

adsorption for 2 h at room temperature with gentle shaking.
The amount of the antibody for full coverage was estimated by
using a protocol provided by the vendor (Bangs Laboratories,
TechNote 205). After trapping the particle-anti SEB complex
into nanowells corresponding to their size, 10 μL of target SEB
dissolved in phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS) was dropped onto
the area where a total of nine arrays (the distance between the
arrays was 250 μm) were located. The target molecules in 10
μL were thereby shared among the individual arrays. The arrays
were then incubated for 20 min at room temperature followed
by removal of the solution. Finally, 10 μL of 10 μg/mL rabbit
anti-SEB antibody-Alexa 532 dissolved in PBS was dropped
onto the arrays. The chip was then incubated for another 20
min followed by removal of the solution. Concentrations of the
target were varied from 10−9 μg/mL to 100 μg/mL while the
concentration of ﬂuorescently labeled antibody was ﬁxed.
In addition, to demonstrate practical performance of the
nanoparticle based PC-array for highly sensitive detection of
SEB in a food matrix, SEB spiked into milk was used. Initially
SEB spiked milk solutions were further diluted by 1:100 using
PBS. The ﬁnal concentrations of SEB in spiked milk were 10−9,
10−7, 10−5 and 10−3 μg/mL. For a negative control, milk
containing no SEB with 1/100 dilution by PBS was used. To
remove the proteins from the surface of the array, an additional
rinsing procedure with 10 μL of deionized water was
performed. The method for removal of the deionized water
was the same as that of bioreagents.
Single Photon Counting Detection System. As shown
in Figure 1, the ﬂuorescent signal emitted from the
immunocomplex located in the nanowells was detected with

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Forty-nanometer, ﬂuorescent, carboxylated polystyrene (PS)-nanoparticles (F-8789; ex: 660 nm/em: 680 nm)
were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Whole milk
was purchased from a local grocery store.
Indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass wafers (CG-81N-1515;
resistance: 30−60 Ω) were purchased from Delta Technologies
(Stillwater, MN). All chemicals used for fabrication of the
arrays were obtained from the University of California Davis
Northern California Nanotechnology Center: Acetone (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO), lift oﬀ layer (LOL)-2000 (MicroChem, Newton, MA), 2% 950 polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) A2 (MicroChem), 1:3 methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK, Sigma-Aldrich), isopropyl alcohol (IPA, Mallinckrodt
Baker) and CD-26 (tetramethylammonium hydroxide, MicroChem). A 100 X-Inﬁnity corrected objective lens (M Plan
APO; NA: 0.7; working distance: 6.0 mm; focal length: 2 mm)
was purchased from Mitutoyo (Kawasaki; Japan). The beam
splitter (FF545/650-Dio1), 532 nm-long pass ﬁlter (BLP01−
532R-25), 532 nm notch ﬁlter (NF01−532U-25) and 633 nm
notch ﬁlter 9NF02−633S-25) were purchased from Semrock
(Rochester, NY). The single photon counting-avalanche
photodiode (SPAD; SPCMAQRH-13; dark count: 500
counts/s max) was purchased from PerkinElmer (Waltham,
MA). SEB, mouse anti-SEB monoclonal antibody, rabbit antiSEB polyclonal antibody were purchased from Toxin
Technology, Inc. (Sarasota, FL). Bovine serum albumin and
goat antirabbit antibody-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Alexa Fluor
532 monoclonal antibody labeling kit was obtained from
Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Alexa 532 was conjugated to the
rabbit anti-SEB antibody following the manufacturers’
instructions.
Photonic Nanostructured Array Fabrication. Details of
the procedure were previously described by Han et al.15 Brieﬂy,
LOL-2000 was spin-coated onto the indium tin oxide (ITO)
coated glass wafer. Two percent 950 PMMA A2 was spincoated on the LOL-ITO-glass wafer. Eventually the bilayer
coating procedure made a total 240 nm thickness coating. The
coated wafer was cut into 37.5 mm × 25 mm chips. The chip
was patterned by using e-beam nanolithography.
Preparation of Immunoassays. One milliliter of 0.05%
ﬂuorescent carboxylated polystyrene particles were coated with
mouse anti-SEB monoclonal antibody in pure water by passive

Figure 1. Schematic of the single photon counting detection system.
The photons of light emitted from the immunocomplex were detected
by the single photon counting avalanche photodiode which generated
a single pulse per photon. The pulses were counted by an oscilloscope
(picture was not shown). One datum point on the curve was obtained
from an averaged number of pulses during 20 s.
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Figure 2. Photonics crystal (PC)-nanowells/array. (a) Fabrication of PC-nanowells/array and (b) scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the
PC-nanowells/array; width of the well, 60 nm; periodicity, 350 nm; coating thickness, 240 nm (85 nm-PMMA and 155 nm-LOL); white dashed line,
signal collecting area (25 μm × 25 μm) by a single photon counting detection system.

the relation λG/2 > S > λG/4 for ﬁrst order diﬀraction, where λG
is the wavelength of the light experiencing the guided mode
resonance. The width of the wells was designed to be 60 nm in
order to trap a 40 nm-particle-capture antibody complex
without double occupancy. Due to phase matching, the incident
wavelength on a periodic structure can be a guided mode when
the wave vector in free space is less than that in the periodic
structure.16 This condition is satisﬁed for ﬁrst order diﬀraction
when the periodicity of the structure was 350 nm. The
optimized guided mode resonances in superstrate (PMMA)
and substrate (ITO/glass) around the immunocomplexes
ampliﬁed the ﬂuorescent excitation.
The dashed line indicates the area of the array (25 μm × 25
μm) from which the ﬂuorescent signal was collected.
Carboxylated polystyrene particles (40 nm) conjugated with
capture antibody for immunoassays were trapped into the PC
structure engineered into a PMMA-LOL 2000-ITO-glass slide
by using an electrophoretic particle entrapment system (EPES).
Detail procedures for trapping nanoparticles into the nanowells
using the EPES have been previously reported.15
Detection of SEB in Buﬀer using PC-Nanostructured
Array. The single photon counting system (Figure 1) was used
for detection with excitation from a 532 nm-laser and collection
of 555 nm-emitted light from the immunocomplexes on the
detection area of the array. Figure 3 shows the standard curve
for quantifying the concentration of SEB dissolved in PBS. Each
point on the curve was obtained by averaging the photon count
over a period of 20 s using a high speed digital oscilloscope.
Ten diﬀerent concentrations of SEB dissolved in PBS were
measured with a sandwich immunoassay: 10−9, 5 × 10−8, 10−6,
5 × 10−5, 10−3, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 μg/mL. An anti-SEB-

a 100 X-inﬁnity corrected objective lens. A 532 nm continuous
wave (CW) laser was used to excite the ﬂuorescent probes of
the immunocomplex. The ﬂuorescence emission was ﬁltered to
eliminate the background at 532 nm (mostly stray laser light
scattering) by using a 532 nm-long pass ﬁlter and 532 nm notch
ﬁlter. The photons of light emitted from the immunocomplex
were then collected by the SPAD which generated one pulse
per photon. The pulses were counted by using an oscilloscope
(WavePro 7000; Lecroy, Chestnut Ridge, NY).
SEB ELISA. A 96-well-ELISA plate was coated with a mouse
anti-SEB monoclonal antibody (10 μg/mL) during 2 h
incubation at 37 °C. The plate was blocked with 3% BSA in
PBS with 1 h incubation at 37 °C. One hundred μL of various
concentrations of SEB diluted in PBS were added to wells
followed by 1 h incubation at room temperature. After four
washings with PBST (PBS with 0.05% Tween 20), 100 μL of
rabbit anti-SEB antibody (1 μg/mL) was added to the wells.
The plate was incubated for 1 h at room temperature. After four
washings with PBST, 100 μL of goat antirabbit antibody
conjugated with HRP (1/5000 dilution in PBS) was added with
the plate incubated for 1 h at room temperature. 100 μL of
substrate solution was added and the reaction was stopped after
15 min by adding 50 μL of 2 M H2SO4. Absorbance was
obtained utilizing a plate reader (Molecular Device, Sunnyvale,
USA) at 450 nm.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Photonic Crystal with Nanowells in an Array. Figure 2
shows (a) the fabrication steps of the PC-nanowells/array and
(b) a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the array.
The depth of the periodic structure (i.e., 240 nm) must satisfy
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magnetophoresis on magnetic nanoparticles to trap them into
wells; current research is exploring this possibility.
In general, food samples that contain a target analyte need to
be pretreated (e.g., sample extraction and puriﬁcation) using
laboratory-based procedures for detection, a procedure that is
far from the concept of a point-of-use biosensor. Although
liquid-based food samples can be directly applied to a
biosensor, the sample ideally beneﬁts from further dilution
with buﬀer to reduce the matrix eﬀect which is a major factor
that causes false positive signals in a sensor. Successful
quantiﬁcation of the analyte after further dilution thus needs
much better detection limits than is often achievable with
current technologies. Our PC-based sensor can tolerate
substantial dilution of a sample because of the excellent limit
of detection, down to low attomolar levels. In addition, the use
of very small amounts of sample (10 μL) and short incubation
times (less than an hour) are important characteristics of the
PC-array that can be attributed to the miniaturization of the
device to the nanometer scale.
Comparison of Sensitivity between the PC-Nanostructured Array and Standard ELISA. We performed a
standard ELISA to compare the assay sensitivity to that of the
PC-array sensor. As shown in Figure 4, the ELISA achieved a

Figure 3. Detection of SEB in buﬀer. Ten diﬀerent concentrations of
SEB dissolved in PBS were detected using a sandwich immunoassay:
10−9, 5 × 10−8, 10−6, 5 × 10−5, 10−3, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 μg/mL.
LODs were determined from the mean plus three standard deviations
of the background noise (dash lines). Error bars are based on the
standard deviation of three replicates.

Alexa 532 conjugate was used as a ﬂuorescently labeled
detection antibody at a concentration of 10 μg/mL. Background noise that originated from the 532 nm laser was
measured by shining the laser on the arrays in the absence of
particles and immunoassay reagents. The result was 83 ± 3
photons/second. Non speciﬁc binding could result from
attachment of the ﬂuorescently labeled secondary antibody to
either the particles in the absence of target or to the PMMA
substrate. To assess the extent of non speciﬁc binding, a
solution of detection antibody-Alexa 532 was added to the array
with particle-capture antibody complexes trapped in the wells in the absence of target molecules. The signal arising from nonspeciﬁc binding was 99 ± 4 photons/second (background noise
included). The data points on the standard curve were
corrected by subtracting nonspeciﬁc binding (with background
noise excluded, 16 photons) from the total signals to avoid a
false positive result.
The measured limit of detection (LOD) was 10−9 μg/mL,
corresponding to 35 aM concentration based on the molecular
weight of the SEB (28.5 kDa). The LOD was deﬁned as the
concentration of SEB in buﬀer that produced three standard
deviations higher than the signal of background noise. Two
distinct log−linear detection ranges with diﬀerent slopes were
found at a high concentration (0.01 μg/mL to 10 μg/mL; R2:
0.96) and at a low concentration (10−9 μg/mL to 0.01 μg/mL;
R2: 0.96). Our approach to using electrophoretic trapping of
the particle-antibody complexes required us to use passive
adsorption of the capture antibodies onto the particles in order
to preserve suﬃcient electric charge and hence suﬃcient
electric mobility in our applied electrostatic ﬁled. With passive
adsorption, the antibody is randomly oriented on the surface of
the particle. Some of the antibodies will be oriented correctly to
capture a target molecule, others will not be, leading to an
inhomogeneous distribution of aﬃnities over the nanoparticles
in the wells. Adsorption to a surface that exhibits randomly
distributed aﬃnities can be described in terms of a Temkin
isotherm. The Temkin isotherm provides a plausible model to
explain the relatively less steep log−linear region at low
concentrations. Such relative insensitivity precludes the
possibility of discerning single molecule binding events.14 As
an alternative strategy, covalent attachment of antibodies to the
particles would result in a much more homogeneous
distribution of aﬃnities but this approach requires the use of

Figure 4. Detection of SEB using conventional 96-well plate-ELISA.
Absorbance test using HRP and substrate. Concentrations of 0, 4 ×
10−4, 8 × 10−4, 16 × 10−4, 31 × 10−4, 63 × 10−4, 125 × 10−4, 25 ×
10−3, 0.05, 0.1 μg/mL. LOD was 10−3 μg/mL. Error bars represent
one standard deviation based on four replicates.

LOD of approximately 10−3 μg/mL; the LOD was deﬁned as
the concentration of SEB that produced a signal three standard
deviations higher than the signal from blank wells with no SEB.
This result indicates that our PC-array sensor is 106-fold more
sensitive than the ELISA. The ultra sensitive PC array sensor
enables accurate measurements in food samples by simply
diluting samples prior to analysis to remove matrix eﬀects.
Signiﬁcant dilution of samples is not suitable for ELISA because
the concentration of analyte in the diluted samples would be
below the limit of detection by the ELISA.
Detection of SEB in Milk. Dairy products are a signiﬁcant
source of risk for exposure to SEB.17 Therefore, our detection
system was tested by spiking SEB into whole milk to evaluate
the reliability of the PC-nanostructured array in a real food
sample. Four diﬀerent concentrations of SEB-spiked milk were
prepared: 10−7, 10−5, 0.001 and 0.1 μg/mL (0.001 μg/mL
corresponds to 35 pM based on the molecular weight of SEB)
so that 150 pM of SEB, which is the threshold for symptoms in
an adult (1 μg of SEB in 8 oz-milk),5 can be included within the
range of concentrations tested. One hundred-fold dilution of
the three spiked solutions was then performed to reduce the
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Table 1. Comparison of SEB-Milk after 1:100 Dilution to SEB-Buﬀer
SEB spiked into milk concentration after
1:00 dilution (μg/mL)a

expected signal from the standard
curve (photons/s)b

10−3
10−5
10−7
10−9

332
262
193
123

measured signal
(photons/s)c
342
283
205
110

±
±
±
±

estimated concentration from the
standard curve (μg/mL)

22
39
42
2

1.8
3.7
2.3
4.3

×
×
×
×

10−3
10−5
10−7
10−10

RSD
(%)

recovery
(%)

6
14
20
2

184
378
227
44

a

Known concentration of SEB-milk after 100-fold dilution. bExpected signals were obtained from the standard curve that was developed for SEB
spiked into PBS. cMean ± SD (n = 5).

PBS at alpha 0.05. . Given the linearity and the statistical
conﬁdence, SEB in buﬀer data can itself be employed as a
standard curve for estimation and testing of real milk samples.
However, given the excessive recovery rates (Table 1) from
SEB in milk, despite statistical agreement between the known
and estimated concentrations, there is a need to address
concerns such as nonspeciﬁc binding or false positive results.
To determine nonspeciﬁc binding of SEB to the particles or
surface of the PC-nanoarray chip, we used 10 and 0.001 μg/mL
of SEB in buﬀer directed against the particles conjugated with
goat-anti rabbit IgG in the PC-nanoarray- this is a diﬀerent
antibody from the one used for detecting SEB. The result of the
nonspeciﬁc binding test showed that the signals were 83 ± 7
and 78 ± 2 photons/second for the 10 and 0.001 μg/mL,
respectively (excluding the nonspeciﬁc binding of detection
antibody-Alexa 532). Thus, the nonspeciﬁc binding of SEB was
indistinguishable from the background noise (83 photons/
second).
The potential for false positive in the milk matrix was
assessed by diluting nonspiked milk by 1:1000. The signal was
79 ± 3 photons/second (nonspeciﬁc binding of detection
antibody-Alexa 532 was excluded), very close to the expected
background noise. With the exception of the lowest
concentration of 10−9 μg/mL, the systematic diﬀerence
between the measured signals from diluted milk sample versus
the SEB standard curve measured in PBS can be attributed to
the matrix of the milk, leading to a systematic overestimation of
the SEB concentration in milk.

matrix eﬀect from other kinds of proteins, fats and
carbohydrates present in milk.2 The ﬁnal concentrations were
thus 10−9, 10−7, 10−5 and 0.001 μg/mL which fell within the
low concentration range of the standard curve that was
developed with SEB in buﬀer. For a negative control, nonspiked
milk with 1/100 dilution was used. The signal from the
negative control (signal from nonspeciﬁc binding of the
detection antibody-Alexa 532 was excluded) was 94 ± 4
photons/second. The signal diﬀerence between the negative
control and background noise was 11 photons/second. The
measured LOD was 10−9 μg/mLthe same as that of SEBbuﬀer.
The known concentrations of SEB in milk were compared to
the concentrations estimated from the standard curve for SEB
that was attained in PBS at atto- to picomolar concentrations
(Table 1). The diﬀerence between the measured and expected
signals averaged 13 ± 5 photons/second. The estimated
concentrations corresponding to the measured signals in milk
using the low concentration range of the log−linear standard
curve (solid line in Figure 5; R2 = 0.96) for SEB in buﬀer were

■

CONCLUSIONS
The superiority of the PC-nanoparticle-based array originates
from the ultrahigh sensitivity associated with the unique
photonic behavior of the device. In addition, its simplicity
and aﬀordability in terms of fabrication and performance of
immunoassay are essential in a point-of-use biosensor. SEB
detection in both buﬀer and milk described in this study shows
the reliability of the array/EPES for early detection of harmful
biological reagents in a “real” matrix. Our PC-nanowells-in an
array/EPES is a novel prototype of an array-based immunoplatform that has the potential to replace conventional protein- or
DNA-microarrays or other biosensors.

Figure 5. Measured results of SEB in milk (▲) compared to the
standard curve (solid line, R2 = 0.96) of SEB in PBS. Final
concentrations after 100-fold dilution with buﬀer were 10−9, 10−7,
10−5 and 0.001 μg/mL. Error-bar: standard deviation determined from
ﬁve replicates.

■

4.3 × 10−10, 2.3 × 10−7, 3.7 × 10−5 and 1.8 × 10−3μg/mL
respectively compared to actual concentrations of 10−9, 10−7,
10−5and10−3μg/mL. Relative standard deviations (RSD) of the
measured signals were 2, 20, 14 and 6% respectively (Table 1).
The variation of the RSD in both buﬀer and milk solution could
be due to the sample handling and the manner is which we
apply sample to the PC array. In addition, a t test was
performed to statistically assess the diﬀerence between the
expected and measured signals and concentrations. The results
showed that the data obtained from SEB spiked into milk are
statistically indistinguishable from those obtained from SEB in
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